
CREEKSIDE ELEMENTARY SCHOOL 

Building Fine-Motor Skills in Young Children   
 

Good fine-motor skills and hand strength are important for success in school.  To 
prepare your child for kindergarten we recommend adding these types of activities 
every day during the summer.  Feel free to pass along to friends with young children 
and use these as social activities with peers.   
 

 Use chalk/paint on a vertical plane: tape paper to a wall and color or write vertically 

 Let child use scissors to cut paper, cardstock, drinking straws, playdough or clay 

 Squeeze balls or stretchy balls – squeezing and pulling 

 Rubber bands - stretch and pull to create shapes on a geoboard 

 Tape - Pull tape off of the roll or pull it off of various surfaces (walls, tables, floors)  

 Climbing - Think ropes, ladders, trees, jungle gyms, any playground equipment 

 Tearing paper - Little hands working to tear through paper is a fun  

 Crumpling paper –practice writing letters or numbers, then crumple up and shoot a 
basket. 

 Cooking with kids - Kneading dough, stirring batter, scooping, and cutting 

 Rolling Pins - Grasping, pushing, rolling with playdough, bubble wrap or cooking  

 Spray bottles, water guns, squeeze bottles - Have a water fight in the backyard, 
water your plants with a spray bottle, or try sidewalk chalk paint in a squeeze bottle 

 Sponges – kids can do chores where they wring out sponges or wet rags 

 Clips and clothespins - There are tons of ways to use clips and clothespins 

 Tongs and tweezers - pick up pompoms or use them to pick up blocks to stack a 
tower 

 Glue bottles - Crafting with liquid glue is way to help kids work on hand strength 

 Velcro - Pulling against heavy duty Velcro is another great hand strengthener 

 Bath toys - Squishy, squeeze toys. Especially the ones that squirt! 

 Bubble wrap – pop small bubbles to strengthen fingers, large bubbles to strengthen 
hands. 

 Playing with play dough, putty, or clay - squishing, pinching, rolling, squeezing 

 Sensory balloons - fill balloons with dry rice, beans, flour, or playdough and squeeze  

 


